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Version:  1.10 4 
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 6 
This version incorporates the discussion on the mailing list resolving the IPP/1.1 issues raised at Bake Off 7 
3.  Issue 3.2 about empty HTTP Post to force a challenge has been closed and the issue about when a 8 
Printer MUST/MAY challenge has been made Issue 3.9. 9 

Please feel free to add additional alternatives or disagree with our suggested clarifications or additions via 10 
e-mail so that the group may have the widest possible set of alternatives from which to choose.   11 

Status of Issues and Summary 12 

The table of contents lists each issue and its status.  This section lists the status of each issue and a brief 13 
summary.  The next section is the detailed description of the issue and the resolution or alternatives, if the 14 
issue is still OPEN.  Please review this status and the detailed issues to see if you agree or disagree with the 15 
status so far.  Silence will be interpreted as agreement. 16 

Status codes: 17 

AGREED - agreement on the mailing list or telecons on the suggested clarification, suggested change, 18 
or resolution.  Subsequence silence on the DL will be interpreted as agreement.  If you disagree, please 19 
indicate this to the ipp@pwg.org DL with the subject line containing: "IPP Bake-Off 3 Issue #“  where 20 
‘#’ is the Issue number. 21 

OPEN - still being discussed at future telecons and on the DL. 22 

OPEN issues remaining:  2 and 4. 23 

Table of Contents (with status) 24 

1. Issue 3.1: When can Printer send “100 continue”? AGREED.................................................... 2 25 
2. Issue 3.2: Does a zero length HTTP Post force the Printer to challenge? AGREED ................... 2 26 
3. Issue 3.3: Do supported schemes include the ‘:’ character? - AGREED.................................... 3 27 
4. Issue 3.4: Get-Printer-Attributes response to unsupported attributes -  AGREED...................... 4 28 
5. Issue 3.5: Does ‘mailto:’ URL include ‘//’? - AGREED ............................................................ 4 29 
6. Issue 3.6: Does ‘none’ “printer-state-reasons” value have suffixes? - AGREED ........................ 5 30 
7. Issue 3.7: What is “notify-status-code” attribute syntax? - AGREED......................................... 6 31 
8. Issue 3.8: Returning Subscription Attribute Groups - AGREED ................................................ 6 32 
9. Issue 3.9: When MUST/MAY a Printer issue a challenge? - OPEN.......................................... 6 33 
 34 
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1. Issue 3.1: When can Printer send “100 continue”? AGREED 35 

IPP Client failed when an unexpected HTTP “100 continue” was received.  Some printers sent a “100 36 
continue” even before the Client sent a request. 37 

Proposed Resolution:  38 
An IPP Client must accept and handle an HTTP “100 continue” whenever it is encountered. 39 

Action: 40 
The following caveat will be added to the IIG:. 41 
“IPP Clients must be prepared at any time to receive an interim response  with a status code of ‘100 42 
Continue’  This includes receiving this response prior to sending an IPP request.” 43 

2. Issue 3.2: Does a zero length HTTP Post force the Printer to 44 
challenge? OPENAGREED 45 

Some IPP Clients issues a zero length HTTP Post.  The Client assumed that this would force a 46 
challenge if security is enabled on the Printer.  The Client would have a problem if a subsequent print 47 
operation were challenged. 48 

Proposed Resolution: 49 
The IPP Client MUST NOT send a zero length HTTP Post as a way to force the Printer to issue a 50 
challenge.  It is not clear from the HTTP standard whether or not the HTTP server must issue a 51 
challenge.  Some of the implementations at Bake Off3 did not issue a challenge to the zero length HTTP 52 
Post. 53 

Action: 54 
The following caveat will be added to the IIG:  55 
The client must not send a zero length HTTP Post as a way to force the Printer to issue a challenge. 56 
Proposed Resolutions:  57 
There are two competing resolutions.   58 

Resolution 1 is that a challenge should be issued whenever an HTTP operation is received on a 59 
particular URL. (assuming the URL is part of an authentication space)  The client must accept and 60 
respond to a challenge the first time a URL is accessed. 61 

Resolution 2 allows the vendor to determine when a challenge is issued.  The vendor is free to use the 62 
contents of the HTTP request to determine if the operation mandates a challenge.  The client must 63 
accept and respond to a challenge at any time. 64 

The Client should use the IPP operation “validate-job” to check if a job will be accepted.  This 65 
operation will cause the Printer to issue a challenge and check the print request before sending the data.  66 
The IPP Client should also be able to handle a challenge when issuing an IPP operation since there is no 67 
guarantee the connection has not been torn down. 68 
Furthermore, a Printer should accept an empty HTTP post and issue a challenge based on the URL of 69 
the post. 70 
 71 

Resolution 1:  72 
From Bob Herriot:  73 
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I raised the issue about whether a Printer should perform the authentication 74 
challenge based solely on the URL or whether it could react differently to 75 
an empty request than to a Validate-Job request. 76 
 77 
I asked an HTTP expert and received the following information. 78 
 79 
1) An HTTP server can have any policy.  80 

 This means that resolution 2 is allowable. 81 
2) It is best for a client if it can associate the URL tree with the authentication space.  82 

This means that our decision could be better. That is, we should require an IPP Printer to 83 
decide whether to issue an authentication challenge by examining the URL and nothing else, e.g. 84 
a Printer receiving a request for a particular URL, gives the same challenge to an empty request 85 
as to a Validate-Job request. 86 
This solution allows a client to use Validate-Job to request a challenge as we decided to allow. 87 
It also allows a client to use the empty request. 88 
The important difference between our decision and what I am proposing is that the Printer must 89 
perform an authentication challenge consistently for a URL regardless of the contents of the 90 
message body. This rule make IPP behavior consistent with good HTTP policy.  91 
 92 

Resolution 2: 93 
From Peter Zehler: 94 
Allowing IPP Printers to use the contents of an IPP resuest to determine if a challenge should be issued 95 
allows for increased usability.  The client does not have to keep track of multiple instances of the same 96 
printer and select the appropriate one based on the operation to be performed.  The printer is free to 97 
determine when authentication is required.  This allows the client to use a single URL and authenticate 98 
himself when the printer places restrictions on operations or features.   99 
This resolution does not prohibit challenges based statically on a URL.  Resolution 2 does require a 100 
client to be ready at any time to receive a challenge.  This should be done anyway since the client 101 
application may be unaware that an HTTP connection has dropped after authenticating the connection, 102 
resulting in a new challenge.  Some HTTP servers have security realms that apply only to a transaction 103 
as well as being connetion based. 104 

3. Issue 3.3: Do supported schemes include the ‘:’ character? - AGREED  105 

Do the values for “notify-uri-schemes-supported” include the ‘:’ character? 106 
Proposed Resolution:  107 

No.  See rfc2911 section4.1.6 uri scheme data type variables 108 
Action: 109 

Added the following text note to the ipp-notIPP Notification specification <draft-ietf-ipp-not-spec-110 
06.txt>, dated January 24, 2001, section 5.3.1 “notify-recipient-uri”. 111 
“The “notify-schemes-supported (1setOf uriScheme)” attribute MUST specify the schemes supported 112 
for this attribute.  Note: According to [RFC1738] the “:” terminates the scheme and so is not part of the 113 
scheme.  Therefore, values of this the “notify-schemes-supported” attribute do not include the “:”.” 114 
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4. Issue 3.4: Get-Printer-Attributes response to unsupported attributes -  115 
AGREED 116 

For get-printer-attributes operation submitted with an unsupported “requested-attributes” value what is the 117 
return code and should an unsupported attributes group be returned containing the requested-attributes 118 
attribute and the unsupported value.  There are four possibilities of status code and unsupported attribute: 119 

A) successful-ok/no attributes 120 
B) successful-ok/unsupported requested-attributes returned 121 
C) Successful-attribute-or-value-ignored/ no attributes 122 
D)  Successful-attribute-or-value-ignored/ unsupported requested-attributes returned  123 

The standard currently allows C and D.  Should the standard be relaxed to include C.  The 124 
implementations at the Bake-Off supported were A-11, B-1, C-3, D-0 125 

Proposed Resolution:  126 
Recommend D, allow C and warn client implementers about A.Put all 4 alternatives in IIG and 127 
indicate:  128 

A) warning to client implementers 129 
B) Printer MUST NOT 130 
C) Printer MAY 131 
D) Printer SHOULD. 132 

 133 
Action: 134 

IIG will be updated with: 135 
“Under Get-Printer-Attributes, For the following success status codes, the requested attributes are 136 
returned in Group 3 in the response: 137 

successful-ok:  no operation attributes or values were substituted or ignored (same as Print-Job)and 138 
no requested attributes were unsupported. 139 
Note to client implementers:  If the client requests attributes that are not supported by 140 
the Printer, the Printer is supposed to return 'successful-ok-ignored-or-substituted-141 
attributes', rather than 'successful-ok'.  However, a number of implementations have been 142 
found not to conform to this requirement, so clients should be tolerant of such Printers.  143 

successful-ok-ignored-or-substituted-attributes:   The "requested-attributes" operation attribute 144 
SHOULD be returned with the unsupported values in the Unsupported Attributes Group.   145 
Note to client implementers: Although NOT RECOMMENDED, the Unsupported 146 
Attribute Group and its contents MAY be omitted.  Clients SHOULD be prepared for this 147 
behavior. 148 
 149 

5. Issue 3.5: Does ‘mailto:’ URL include ‘//’? - AGREED 150 

In the subscription object is the does the mailto URL contain ‘//’.  Is it <mailto://mumble> or 151 
<mailto:mumble> ? 152 

Proposed resolution:  153 
The mailto URL does not include ‘//’. 154 

Action: 155 
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The mailto notify document will be updated with a caveat when the RFC editor asks for typos.  Here is 156 
the complete updated text: 157 
 158 

5.2.1 notify-recipient-uri (uri) 159 

This section describes the syntax of the value of this attribute for the ‘mailto’ Delivery Method. The syntax 160 
for values of this attribute for other Delivery Method is defined in other Delivery Method Documents. 161 

In order to support the ‘mailto’ Delivery Method, the Printer MUST support the following syntax for the 162 
‘mailto’ Delivery Method when the Printer uses SMTP. The line below use RFC 822 syntax rules and 163 
terms. 164 

“mailto:” mailbox    165 

Note: the above syntax allows 1 occurrence of  ‘mailbox’. The occurrence of ‘mailbox’ represents an email 166 
address of a Notification Recipient. 167 

For SMTP, the phrase ‘address part’ of the “notify-recipient-uri” attribute value refers to the ‘mailbox’ 168 
part of the value.  Example:   169 

mailto:jones@acme.com 170 

Unlike other URLs, the mailto scheme MUST NOT use // after the colon (see [RFC2368]). 171 

The Printer MAY support other syntax for the ‘address part’ if it supports email protocols in addition to 172 
SMTP. 173 

6. Issue 3.6: Does ‘none’ “printer-state-reasons” value have suffixes? - 174 
AGREED 175 

Are there suffixes to “printer-state-reasons” value “none” (i.e. none-error & none-report)? 176 
Proposed Resolution:   177 

Recommend that no suffixes be used for the value “none”. 178 
Action: 179 

Add the following text to the IIG. 180 
“Is a suffix needed for the "printer-state-reasons"  'none' value (Issue 3.6)? 181 
The values of the "printer-state-reasons" MAY have suffixes of '-report', '-warning', and '-182 
error'.  If none of these suffixes is included, the meaning is the same as 'error', i.e., the Printer is 183 
stopped.  However, for the 'none' value it is RECOMMENDED that no suffix be included, 184 
even though the Printer is not stopped. However, some implementations do include the '-report' 185 
suffix, i.e., return ' none-report'. There is no semantic difference between the “printer-state-186 
reasons” of ‘none’, ‘none-report’, and ‘none-error’.  They all mean that no additional 187 
information on the printer’s state is available.   “ 188 
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7. Issue 3.7: What is “notify-status-code” attribute syntax? - AGREED 189 

What is the attribute syntax for the “notify-status-code” attribute? 190 
Proposed Resolution:   191 

It should be a type2 enum (which is a 32-bit integer, but the values are constrained to 16 significant bits 192 
with the 16 high order bits always being zero, so that status codes values can be used here). 193 

Action: 194 
Added the following text to the IPP Notification specification <draft-ietf-ipp-not-spec-06.txt>, dated 195 

January 24, 2001 in section 11.1.1.2: 196 
 197 
“notify-status-code” (type2 enum): 198 

Indicates the status of this subscription (see section 17 for the status code definitions).  Section 5.2 199 
defines when this attribute MUST be present in this group. 200 

8. Issue 3.8: Returning Subscription Attribute Groups - AGREED 201 

When MUST Subscription Attributes groups be returned in Subscription Creation responses and when 202 
MUST the they not be returned?  The current spec is too constraining on when they MUST NOT be 203 
returned. 204 

Proposed Resolution:   205 
Require them to be returned unless the entire request cannot be interpreted. 206 

Action: 207 
Add tThe following text was changed to the IPP Notification specification <draft-ietf-ipp-not-spec-208 

06.txt>, dated January 24, 2001 in section 11.1.1.2 from: 209 
 210 
Group 3-N: Subscription Attributes 211 

These groups MUST be returned if and only if the “status-code” parameter  returned in Group 212 
1 has the values: ‘successful-ok’, ‘successful-ok-ignored-subscriptions’, or ‘client-error-213 
ignored-all-subscriptions’. 214 

to: 215 

Group 3-N: Subscription Attributes 216 

These groups MUST be returned unless the Printer is unable to interpret the entire request, e.g., 217 
the “status-code” parameter returned in Group 1 has the value: ‘client-error-bad-request’. 218 

9. Issue 3.9: When MUST/MAY a Printer issue a challenge? - OPEN 219 

When MUST a Printer issue a challenge?  When MAY a Printer issue a challenge? 220 

Proposed Resolutions:  221 

There are two competing resolutions.   222 
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Resolution 1 is that a challenge should be issued whenever an HTTP operation is received on a 223 
particular URL. (assuming the URL is part of an authentication space)  The client must accept and 224 
respond to a challenge the first time a URL is accessed. 225 

Resolution 2 allows the vendor to determine when a challenge is issued.  The vendor is free to use the 226 
contents of the HTTP request to determine if the operation mandates a challenge.  The client must 227 
accept and respond to a challenge at any time. 228 

The Client should use the IPP operation “validate-job” to check if a job will be accepted.  This 229 
operation will cause the Printer to issue a challenge and check the print request before sending the data.  230 
The IPP Client should also be able to handle a challenge when issuing an IPP operation since there is no 231 
guarantee the connection has not been torn down. 232 
Furthermore, a Printer should accept an empty HTTP post and issue a challenge based on the URL of 233 
the post. 234 
 235 

Proposed Resolution 1:  236 
From Bob Herriot:  237 
I raised the issue about whether a Printer should perform the authentication 238 
challenge based solely on the URL or whether it could react differently to 239 
an empty request than to a Validate-Job request. 240 
 241 
I asked an HTTP expert and received the following information. 242 
 243 
1) An HTTP server can have any policy.  244 

 This means that resolution 2 is allowable. 245 
2) It is best for a client if it can associate the URL tree with the authentication space.  246 

This means that our decision could be better. That is, we should require an IPP Printer to 247 
decide whether to issue an authentication challenge by examining the URL and nothing else, e.g. 248 
a Printer receiving a request for a particular URL, gives the same challenge to an empty request 249 
as to a Validate-Job request. 250 
This solution allows a client to use Validate-Job to request a challenge as we decided to allow. 251 
It also allows a client to use the empty request. 252 
The important difference between our decision and what I am proposing is that the Printer must 253 
perform an authentication challenge consistently for a URL regardless of the contents of the 254 
message body. This rule make IPP behavior consistent with good HTTP policy.  255 
 256 

Proposed Resolution 2: 257 
From Peter Zehler: 258 
Allowing IPP Printers to use the contents of an IPP request to determine if a challenge should be issued 259 
allows for increased usability.  The client does not have to keep track of multiple instances of the same 260 
printer and select the appropriate one based on the operation to be performed.  The printer is free to 261 
determine when authentication is required.  This allows the client to use a single URL and authenticate 262 
himself when the printer places restrictions on operations or features.   263 
This resolution does not prohibit challenges based statically on a URL.  Resolution 2 does require a 264 
client to be ready at any time to receive a challenge.  This should be done anyway since the client 265 
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application may be unaware that an HTTP connection has dropped after authenticating the connection, 266 
resulting in a new challenge.  Some HTTP servers have security realms that apply only to a transaction 267 
as well as being connection based. 268 
 269 


